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Abstract

In this paper, we present an approach to the design of hy-
brid systems by combination of several comprehensive for-
malization techniques. We use Duration Calculus (DC) to
specify the requirement and design at abstract level of sys-
tem development. Then the high level designs are further
refined in control theory. A formal verification may be done
either in DC if it is possible, or in predicate calculus us-
ing the semantics of DC or theorems from control theory.
We show our techniques through a double water tank case
study which is one of the bench mark problem for modern
process control engineering.

Keywords: Embedded Systems, Discrete Design, Con-
trol Theory, Duration Calculus.

1. Introduction

Hybrid systems are an active research area on the bor-
der between computer science and automatic control. A
hybrid system is a dynamical system of discrete (Hybrid
controllers) and continuous devices (physical plants). Hy-
brid controller is a control program implemented on digital
computer for the control of physical plant. Therefore the
design and implementation of such systems are studied in
both of control engineering and computer science (see, e.g.
[1], [6], [9]). Although many physical systems are hybrid in
nature, the concept of model in control engineering is tradi-
tionally associated with differential or difference equations,
typically derived by physical laws governing the dynamics
of the system under consideration. On the other hand, in
computer science hybrid systems are modeled with a real
time reactive system which interacts with physical environ-
ment through sensors and actuators. In the last decades,
however, there has been growing concerns with hybrid con-
trol systems from both control engineering and computer
science. In general, the computer scientists focus on the
logic and discrete aspects while the control scientists do the

opposite. Perhaps a good approach should take a more bal-
anced view. Although there exist many modeling frame-
works to model the behavior of hybrid systems, there seems
to be little research to bridge gap between high-level speci-
fication and practical implementation of hybrid controllers.

This paper presents an approach to the design and ver-
ification of hybrid control systems by using different for-
mal methods. Our approach is to combine control theo-
retic method and formal methods whereby control theoretic
methods are used for analysis of physical environments,
while formal methods are used for the synthesis of the con-
trol system to substantiate the properties of whole system.
The dynamic model of physical plant is used in conjunc-
tion with the control logic defined through formal model.
In this approach, compositional verification is performed
under different models. A required property is split into
a number of conjuncts. Some of them are proved in the dis-
crete formal verification methods using the controller prop-
erties. Others are verified in the continuous environment
model by control theoretic analysis methods.

The formalism we use in this paper for the specification
and verification of the hybrid control systems is the Dura-
tion Calculus (DC) [8], or more precisely, the Extended Du-
ration Calculus (EDC) [9]. As a running example we use a
hybrid controller for a double tank system. Our result in this
paper has two folds: first, we show how to refine a design in
EDC into a simple and well-known problem in the control
theory, and how to formalize a controller in EDC; secondly,
we give a general technique for the formal development of
hybrid systems.

2. Interval Logic with Functions of Time

In this section, we give a summary of our specifica-
tion and verification techniques for hybrid control systems.
Namely, we use Extended Duration Calculus (EDC) as our
specification language. Extended Duration Calculus is just
an Interval Logic with chop in which temporal variables and
temporal propositional letters are defined via functions of



time. We refer the readers to [5, 9] for more details of inter-
val logic and EDC.

Interval Logic with Chop (Dutertre 95) We are given
the following symbol sets: the setGV ar of global vari-
ablesx, y, z, ..., independent oftime; the setTvar of tem-
poral variablesv, v1, v2, ... interpreted as functions of time
intervals, in which̀ is an interval function denoting interval
length; the setFSymb of global function symbolsf, g, ...
(such asconstantsand+,−, ∗, ...), and the setRSymb of
global relation symbolsG, H, ... (such astrue andfalse,
and =,≥, ...) which have standard meaning; and the set
PLetter of temporal propositional lettersX,Y, ... which
will be interpreted as truth-valued functions of time inter-
val.

Termsθ and formulasφ are built using the following
grammars

θ ::= x | ` | v | f(θ, ..., θ)
φ ::= X | G(θ, ..., θ) | ¬φ | φ ∨ φ | ∃x.φ | φ ; φ

In addition to the standard abbreviations, we denote

3φ
def
= true ; (φ ; true) 2φ

def
= ¬3¬φ

The semantic of terms and formulas are defined as follows.
Let Intv denote the set of time intervals. Let a value assign-
mentV (V : GV ar → Reals) for global variables, an
InterpretationI for the given symbols be given. The se-
mantics of a termθ is a mappingθI : Intv → Reals. The
semantics for a term of the kindsx or v, is exactly the one
given byV andI. For a termθ = f(θ1, ..., θn), θI([a, b]) is
defined defined asf(c1, ..., cn) whereci is (θi)I([b, e]) for
i = 1, ..., n.

The semantics of a formulaφ is a mappingI[[φ]] :
Intv → {true, false} defined as follows.
I[[X]]([b, e]) = true iff XI([b, e]) = true;
I[[G(θ1, ..., θn)]]([b, e]) = true iff G(c1, ..., cn) = true,
whereci = (θi)I([b, e]) for i = 1, ..., n;
I[[φ ; ψ]]([b, e]) = true iff I[[φ]]([b,m]) = true and
I[[ψ]]([m, e]) = true for somem ∈ [b, e].
For other cases ofφ, the definition is just the same as in
predicate calculus.

Extended Duration Calculus We assume that we are
given a setM of real functions and a setB of Boolean func-
tions of time that we are interested in. Note that for ann-ary
relationR overReals, for f1, . . . , fn ∈ M, R(f1, . . . , fn)
is a Boolean function defined byR(f1, . . . , fn)(t) = true
iff R(f1(t), . . . , fn(t)) = true. We define time-function-
based temporal variables and temporal propositional letters
for the interval logic as follows.

• For any real functionf ∈M, b.f ande.f are temporal
variables interpreted as the value off at the beginning
and the ending point of an interval, respectively.

• For any Boolean functionb ∈ B, dbe (dbec) is a propo-
sitional letter which is evaluated totrue over an inter-
val [c, d] iff b is interpreted astrue almost everywhere
(respectively, everywhere) in[c, d].

• For any Boolean functionb ∈ B, dbeo is a propo-
sitional letter which is evaluated totrue over an in-
terval [c, d] iff c = d ([c, d] is a point interval) and
b(c) = true.

• For a Boolean functionb which is finitely variable,
∫

b
is a temporal variable that maps an interval[c, d] to∫ d

c
b(t)dt (b is overloaded to be its characteristic func-

tion).

A formula in Interval Logic in which only time-function-
based temporal variables and temporal propositional letters
are allowed, is called an EDC formula. In this paper, we will
identify a Boolean function with its characteristic function
without fear of confusion. We are specially interested in the
following kinds of functions of time:

• State Signal: a function of time the range of which is a
countable set, and which is finitely variable.

• For any state signalx, we define Boolean functions
↑ x, ↓ x, l x as: ↑ x(t) = 1 iff x(t+) > x(t−));

↓ x(t) = 1 iff x(t+) < x(t−); l x(t)
def
= ↑ x(t)∨ ↓

x(t).

• For a state signalx, for a real constanta and for
∼∈ {=, >, <,≤,≥}, we define Boolean functions
↑∼a x, ↓∼a x andl∼a x by: ↑∼a x(t) = 1 iff x(t+) >
x(t−) ∧ (x(t+) − x(t−) ∼ a; ↓∼a x(t) = 1 iff
x(t+) < x(t−)∧ (x(t−)− x(t+) ∼ a; l∼a x(t) = 1
iff ((x(t+) 6= x(t−)) ∧ |x(t+)− x(t−)| ∼ a

In the next sections, we show how EDC formulas are used
as a specification and design language for the development
of hybrid control systems.

3. Specification of Double Tank System

The plant to be controlled and it’s environment consist
of two water tanks (plant) in series each of which has one
drainage outlet, a pump (actuator) for bring water to the up-
per tank and to the lower tank through outlet of the for-
mer, and two level sensors which measure the levels of both
tanks. We want to design a controller to control the water
level in the lower tank with the pump on the upper tank. The
process’ output isu (input voltage to the pump) and inputs
arey1 andy2 (voltage from level sensors).

The objective of the control is to keep the water level
of the lower tank within predefined distance from dynam-
ically changing reference value (set by operator) while to
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Figure 1. A double tank system

protect the system in such a way that the overflow from the
tank can never occur (safety property). It is impossible to
keep the water level within the required distance all the time
of the system running due to the reference value changes.
Therefore we just want a good reference tracking property
and good regulation property of the controller. Informal re-
quirement for the controller is summarised as:

1. The overflow from the lower tank never occur all the
time of the system working.

2. Whenever the reference value is changed, the water
level should be restabilized within the required dis-
tance from new set-point within a finite time bound.

3. In proper working state the system should be stable as
long as the reference value does not change.

3.1. Formal Model of Plant

We describe the system behavior with respect to the
functions of timehu, hl, u, R, andW . The valueshu(t)
andhl(t) represent the water level in upper tank and lower
tank, respectively, at timet. The valueu(t) ∈ [0, 1] is
the signal which is proportional to the throughput of the
water pump at timet. The valueR(t) represents a de-
sired water level in the lower tank at timet set by human
operator discontinuously at a discrete time. The function
W : Time → {0, 1} representing the working of the sys-

tem is defined byW (t)
def
= 1 iff the system is running at

time t.
We assume the right continuity for the state signalsR

andW .
Assumption A1: For a reference valueR0 ∈ U

2(dR = R0e ⇒ dR = R0eo; ` > 0)∧
2(dW e ⇒ dW eo; ` > 0)

To derive physical laws which govern the time evolution
of the plant we use the first principles of physics.

Mass balance for a tank with cross-sectionA gives

Aḣ = −qout + qin,

whereh ≥ 0 is the water level,qin ≥ 0, qout ≥ 0 are
the inflow and outflow of the tank, respectively. Bernoulli’s
law yieldsqout = c

√
2gh, wherec is the cross-section of

the outlet hole andg is the acceleration of gravity. Assume
that the flow generated by the pump is proportional to the
applied voltageu, we getqin = βu. Applying this equation
to the two tanks gives:

A1ḣu = −c1

√
2ghu + βu,

A2ḣl = c1

√
2ghu− c2

√
2ghl,

whereAi denotes the cross-section of theith tank, andci

denotes the cross-section of the outlet hole of theith tank.
Leta11 = c1

√
2g/A1, a21 = c1

√
2g/A2, a22 = c2

√
2g/A2

and letk = a22/a21. We get:

ḣu = −a11

√
hu + βu, ḣl = a21

√
hu− a22

√
hl

It can be proved in mathematical analysis that

hu(t + ∆)− hu(t) ≤ (−a11

√
hu + β)∆

Translating this equations to our formal specification lan-
guage we have the following physical laws which govern
the time evolution of the plant.

Law1 2(d(ḣu = −a11

√
hu + βu)∧

(ḣl = a21

√
hu− a22

√
hl)e)

Law2 2(d0 ≤ u ≤ 1ec ∧ d0 ≤ hu ≤ h1ec∧
d0 ≤ hl ≤ h2ec)

Law3 2(d(a11 ≥ 0) ∧ (a21 ≥ 0)∧
(a22 ≥ 0) ∧ (β ≥ 0)ec)

Law4 2da22
√

c2 < a11
√

c1 < βec
Law5 2(e.hu− b.hu ≤ (−a11

√
b.hu + β)`)

3.2. Formal Model of Sampling

We assume the control software in consideration behaves
in a cyclic manner consisting of the following three phases:
input phase to read the values of the state and the event sig-
nals from the physical units, decision making phase based
on current states of physical units, and output phase to send
out control commands to physical units. These cycles are
synchronized by a specific time event signalsp of sam-
pling. We make the following assumptions to characterize
the sampling behavior of the system.
Assumption A2 2((dW e ∧ ` = Ts ⇒ 3dspeo) ∧
(dspeo; d¬spec; dspeo) ∧ dW ec ⇒ ` = Ts)

This captures precisely that during the system operation,
sampling event occurs in everyTs time units whereTs is
sampling time step.

We introduce the following state signals to represent the
sampled values at a particular time.hu : Time → U , and



hu(t) is the sampled value of the water level in the upper
tank at timet. hl : Time → U andhl(t) is the sampled
value of the water level in the lower tank at timet. u :
Time → R andu(t) ∈ [0, 1] is the sampled value ofu at
time t.
Assumption A3 Let x(t) be a state signal. Then2(dl
xeo ⇒ dspeo), wherex(t) ∈ { R(t), W (t), hu, hl, u}.

This means that events which describes a discrete state
changes can only occur at sampling points.
Assumption A4Forf ∈ {hu, hl, u}, dspeo ⇒ df = feo

This means that the sampled values are exactly the same
as the values of the continuous state variables at the sam-
pling instants.
Assumption A5Forf ∈ {hu, hl, u}
2(df = fe ⇒ df = feo; ` > 0) (f is right-continuous).

Now, we give an axiom for sampling called forward in-
duction rule the soundness of which is obvious.
Forward Induction Rule: Let b and b′ be Boolean state
signals. If (dsp ∧ beo; ` > Ts) ⇒ ((db′ec; dbeo) ∧ ` =
Ts); true thendsp ∧ beo; true⇒ db′ec.

3.3. Requirement Specification

In the following we introduce some auxiliary state sig-
nals to represent critical system states and defines some
predicates on the critical states to represent an event occur-
rence conditions.

It is sufficient to consider only some important states
which are critical for reasoning in terms of the safety, per-
formance or efficiency. To do this we partition original state
space using the threshold values previously given0 < Cr <
C1, whereCr represents the safety bound of the lower tank.
Then we define

Safe(t)
def
=

{
1 if 0 ≤ hl < Cr

0 if Cr ≤ hl

Steady(t)
def
=

{
1 if |R(t)− hl(t)| ≤ ∆
0 if |R(t)− hl(t)| > ∆

whereR(t) is the desired value of the water level in the
lower tank at timet (set by the operator), andhl(t) the ac-
tual value of the water level in the lower tank, respectively.

We model a controllerC as a Boolean state signalC :
Time → {0, 1}. C(t) = 1 means that controllerC is used
at timet (in this paper, we use the controllersTMCandPID,
and will be formalized later). We introduce the following
auxiliary state signal to constrain the reference value change
at timet:

Disable(t)
def
=

{
1 change ofR is disable at timet
0 change ofR is enable at timet

Any change of the reference value which is larger than
the maximal allowable control error causes the change of
error signal which larger than the maximal allowable value.
(P1) l>∆ R ⇒↓ Steady

The state expression¬Steady denotes an undesirable
but unavoidable state of the system because the reference
value can be changed at a time by the operator. How-
ever, the accumulated time for its presence should be small
enough in comparison to the observation time. The follow-
ing formulas capture the requirements mentioned at the be-
ginning of this section.

1. Safety Requirement: REQ1 : 2(dW e ⇒ dSafee).
2. Performance Requirement: REQ2 : 2(dW e ∧ ` >

Lo ⇒
∫

Steady ≥ γ`), where0 < γ < 1 is a given
constant.

3. Stability Performance: REQ3 : 2(dW ∧ ¬ l Rec ∧
(dSteadyeo; ` > 0) ⇒ dSteadye)

4. Design by Refinement of Requirements

We cannot implement our requirements without having
the assumption that the system always starts at a safe state.
Therefore, we need another assumption for the initial state:
Assumption A6 2(d↑ W eo ⇒ (dhu ≤ k2Cr ∧ hl ≤
Creo) ∧ (Rmin ≤ R ≤ Rmax)

So, the assumptions and physical laws for our system
are:

ASS
def
= A1 ∧ A2 ∧ A3 ∧ A4 ∧ A5 ∧ A6

LAW
def
= Law1 ∧ Law2 ∧ Law3 ∧ Law4 ∧ Law5

The refinement of the requirements is then to derive more
detailed designs such that their conjunctionDESIGN, to-
gether with the above assumptions and laws will verify our
the requirements:
{ASS, LAW, DESIGN} ` REQ1 ∧ REQ2 ∧ REQ3

For the simplicity of presentation, in the sequel, we will
assume that the system starts at time0 (the states at time0
satisfy the condition for the initial state) and works for ever.
Therefore,2dW e could be used as an assumption.

It is useful to note that the pump is the only actuator in
the system which can enable or disable a violation of the
safety requirement. From theLaw1 it follows that if the
outflow from the lower tank is larger than the outflow from
the upper tank then the water level of the lower tank does
not increase:

a21

√
hu ≤ a22

√
hl ⇔ 2(dḣl ≤ 0e)

From this fact it follows that the water level of the lower
tank can never exceed the danger water levelCr unless the
water level of the upper tank exceeds the corresponding wa-
ter levelk2Cr, wherek = a22/a21. Let Design1be

dsp ∧ hu− a11

√
hu > k2Cr − βTseo ⇒ du = 0eo

Let C∗r (hu) denotek2Cr + a11

√
hu Ts − β Ts.



Theorem 1 ASS∧ LAW ∧ Design1` REQ1.

Because of the space limit, the proof of all theorems in this
paper is omitted. The readers are referred to [10] for the
proof details.

RequirementREQ2 is very familiar to the people in the
Duration Calculus community, which is a motivation for in-
troducing DC and has been refined into the following de-
signs:
DesignS1: 2d¬steadye ⇒ ` ≤ Ld

DesignS2: 2d¬steadye; dsteadye; d¬steadye ⇒
` ≥ Ls

DesignS3: (1− Ld

Ls
)(1− Ld

L0
) > γ

It has been proved formally (see [8]) that

Theorem 2 DesignS1∧ DesignS2∧ DesignS3̀ REQ2

The designsDesignS1 and DesignS2 are not detailed
enough to be implemented and need to be refined further.

Recall that the reference value may be changed at a (sam-
pling) time randomly by the operator which causes the un-
steady. But we can restrict the frequency of the change for
the reference value otherwise it is impossible to meet any
reasonable requirement and to implement it. We therefore
enforce a kind of stability and switching conditions which
we hope thatDesignS2will be satisfied. In order to prevent
the trivial implementation of the system, we have the design
decision
DesignH1: dSteadye ∧ ` > Ls ⇒ ` = Ls; d¬Disablee

DesignH1 is just for the efficiency, and has no role for
the correctness. A lower level controller is then designed
such that for any time interval in which the reference value
does not change, the water level in the lower tank will con-
verge to the required accuracy withinLd (0 ≤ Ld < Ls)
time units. The refinement of the above designs is then:
DesignH2: 2(dDisablee ∧ ` > Ld ⇒

` < Ld; dSteadye)
DesignH3: (1− Ld

Ls
)(1− Ld

Lo
) > γ

DesignH4: 2(dl Reo; true ⇒
d¬Disableeo; dDisablee; true)

DesignH5: 2dDisable ⇒ ¬ l Rec
DesignH6: 2d¬Steadye ⇒ dDisablee
DesignH7: 2(d↑ steadyeo; dsteadye ⇒

(dDisablee ∨ ` ≥ Ls))
DesignH8: REQ3

Note that we takeREQ3 as a design decision for the
proof of the correctness, and it will be refined further. Let

Design2
def
= DesignH1∧ DesignH3∧ DesignH4∧

DesignH5∧ DesignH6∧ DesignH7.

Theorem 3 ASS ∧ LAWS ∧ Design2 ∧ DesignH2 ∧
DesignH8` DesignS1∧ DesignS2∧ DesignS3

The DesignH2 and DesignH8 are not detailed enough
for the implementation and need to be refined further.

REQ3 is a stability requirement and can only be veri-
fied using control theory and exact knowledge of the con-
trol algorithm. For the readability, first we assume thatTMC
(stands for time minimal control) andPID are Boolean state
signals intended to represent the controllers used by the sys-
tem to control the inputu of the pump. The refinement is
then:
DesignT0: 2(dl Reo; dsteadye ⇒ dPIDe)
DesignT1: 2(dl Reo; d¬steadye ⇒ dTMCe)
DesignT2: 2(d↑ steadyeo; d¬ l Re ⇒ dPIDe)
DesignT3: 2(d¬steadye ∧ dTMCe) ⇒ ` < Ld

DesignT4: 2(dsteadye∗; d¬ l Re) ∧ dPIDe ⇒
dsteadye

DesignT5: d¬steadye ⇒ dTMCe
Note thatDesignT5 is provable easily from the others

using predicate calculus (but not in duration calculus) be-
cause we have to extend the reference interval to the left.
Let Design3

def
= DesignT1∧ DesignT2∧ DesignT3∧

DesignT4∧ DesignT5.

Theorem 4 ASS∧ LAW ∧ Design3∧ Design2` REQ3 ∧
DesignH2.

Let DESIGN be Design1∧ Design2∧ Design3. From
the above theorems it follows thatDESIGN verify the re-
quirements underASSandLAW .

Except forDesignT3 and DesignT4, all other designs
are detailed enough for translating into a computer program.
The translation is easy and is not presented here.

RequirementDesignT3 can be satisfied if there exists
a controller which can steer water level of the lower tank
from any initial statehuo, hlo to any allowable final state
huf , hlf within an time interval which is shorter thanLd

time interval.
Let’s consider the dynamics of the double tank.

ḣu = −a11

√
hu + βu (1)

ḣl = a21

√
hu− a22

√
hl (2)

and the following optimal control problem:

J = max
u(t)∈U∗

∫ tf

ti

−dt (3)

with the dynamics in 1 and 2, and the constraints

[hu(ti), hl(ti)]
T = [huo, hlo]T∧

(0 ≤ huo ≤ k2Cr) ∧ (0 ≤ hlo ≤ Cr)
[hu(tf ), hl(tf )]T = [huf , hlf ]T∧
(|k2R− huf |+ |R− hlf | ≤ ∆)

whereU∗ def
= {u|(u : Time → R)∧u is right continuous∧

(0 ≤ u(t) ≤ 1)}.
The theory of optimal control is well established (see,

e.g. [7]) and we can use the Pontryagin maximum principle



to show that solution for the optimal control problem (3)
exists with thatu is piece-wise continuous and satisfies the
following necessary condition:

H(hu∗, hl∗, u∗) = max
u(t)∈U∗

H(hu, hl, u), (4)

whereH(hu, hl, u) = −1 + λ1(t)(−a11

√
hu(t) + βu) +

λ2(t)(a21

√
hu(t) − a22

√
hl(t)) is the Hamiltonian of the

double tank, andλ1 andλ2 are the solutions of the follow-
ing adjoint equations:

˙λ1(t) = − a11

2
√

hu(t)
λ1(t) +

a21

2
√

hu(t)
λ2(t) (5)

˙λ2(t) = − a22

2
√

hu(t)
λ2(t) (6)

It follows that the time minimal control signalu∗, which
maximizesH, satisfies the following conditions which is
defined as Boolean state signalTMC:

TMC(t)
def
= u∗(t) =

{
1 if λ1(t) > 0
0 if λ1(t) ≤ 0

It follows that there exists the optimal trajectory which
describes time evolution of the double tank state from
initial state (huo, hlo) to final state (huf , hlf ). Let
(hu∗(u∗, huo, hlo, t), hl∗(u∗, huo, hlo, t)) be optimal tra-
jectory. Then we can compute the final timetf from the
following equations:

huf = hu∗(u∗, huo, hlo, tf )
hlf = hl∗(u∗, huo, hlo, tf )

Let h = [hl, hu]T . The time spent to steer state fromho to
hf is T ∗(ho,hf ) = tf − ti. Define

T ∗max = max
0≤ho,hf≤[k2Cr,Cr ]T

T ∗(ho,hf )

Then we get the following theorem, which says that
T ∗max ≤ Ld is a refinement ofDesignT3in control theory.

Theorem 5 T ∗max ≤ Ld ∧ LAW ∧ ASS` DesignT3

DesignT4 is a stability requirement and can only be re-
fined using control theory and exact knowledge of the con-
trol algorithm. Refinement of thePID control is very much
involved in Laplace transform and a set of differential equa-
tions which are rather complicated. For the space limit, it is
omitted it here, and we refer the readers, who are interested
in PID control to our report [10] for the details.

5. Conclusion

We have presented an approach to the design of hybrid
systems by the combination of several comprehensive for-
malization techniques. The specification language used at

abstract level of the system development is Extended Dura-
tion Calculus, which is intuitive, easy to understand, closed
to natural languages and precise. We also use EDC to model
the abstract controller, which can be refined further in con-
trol theory. We use predicate calculus as a background
framework to ensure the smooth transit between Duration
Calculus and Control Theory. We have shown how our
combination techniques work in a double water tank case
study, and how a design in DC is refined into the design of
controllers. In this way the control logic of reactive model
and physical dynamic model can be separated explicitly and
be treated independently from each other.

In this approach, compositional verification is performed
under different models. A required property is split into a
number of conjuncts. Some of them are proved in the dis-
crete formal verification methods using the controller prop-
erties. Others are verified in the continuous environment
model by control theoretic analysis methods. We should
mention here that unfolding our designs and specifications
into their semantics in the first order logic would not only
make them long and difficult to read but also make the ver-
ification unmanageable.
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